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•
,
In the years before the second world war a tendency
developed, in the United states, to replace the lacing system or
the batten-plates of built-up columns by perforated cover-plates.
Lacing was :ordinarily used on one flange ortly of a compression
member. It was not counted as resisting compression and unbal-
anced the section. On the other hand, the perforated cover-plate
metal could largely be counted in member area and tended to
balance the section. Additional advantages of an economical
. . . ,
nature resulted in a reduction of fabrication and'maintenance
costs of such members. Furthermore, it was soon realized· that
the perforated cover-plates increased the over-all stiffness of
the members and hence improved their behavior.
Prior to the war the Committee on Technical Research
of the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) approached
the National Bureau of Standards (tillS) with a proposal'to make
comprehensive tests on full-scale steel members with perforated
cover-plates to determine the strength and stress distribution
in such compression members. The sUbsequent study resulteq in a
number of reports (1) to (lO)~. These studies present a source
of valuable information.
Despite this investigation the problem of the design
of such members seems far from being settled at the present time.
During the past year, Committee C of the Column Re,search. Council
started to prepare a detailed statement on possible fu~ther,re­
search on perforated cover-plated members. Committee 15 of the
A.R.E.A. is presently studying a specification for columns with
perforated cover-plates. The A.A.S.H.O. and A.I.S.C. specifica-
tions contain a short section on perforated cover-plates which
still leaves open, . important qu.estions in the design of su.ch
members.
* The numbers in parenthesis refer to references given at the
end of the report.
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•
This fluid situation did not prevent a nllmber of engi-
neering firms from designing and successfully building large bridges
with perforated cover-plated members, using their own rules of'
design. The present report is intended to be a comprehensive
study of' the problem on which further investigations, if needed,
may be based. First a short review of the tests made at the
Bureau of Standards is presented. Then an.analytical study is
made in order to answer the problems connected with the design
of such members. The resulting design recommendations are applied
to three typical columns with perforated cover-plates. Finally,
experimental work is proposed to test some of the assumptions
made in the analytical study •
244.1
II. REVIEW OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS STUDIES
-3
"
•
A list of references relating to perforated cover-
plates is given at the end of this report. It is complete to
the best of the authors' knowledge. This chapter is restricted
"
to the N.B.S. studies (1) to (10) extending from 1941 to 1946
for the reason that they contain most of the original information.
The tests made by the National Bureau of Standards incollabora-
tionwith Louisiana Department of Highways and Bureau of Public
Roads, on members of Calcasieu River Bridge, Lake Charles,
Louisiana (18) are considered in Appendix C of this report.
The National Bureau of Standards tested a total of
105 columns in the elastic range and an additional 32 columns
were tested to failure. The cross-section of the members con-
sistedof a plate, either solid or perforated, and two or four
angles as shown in Figure 1. The specimens were placed, flat-
ended, in a testing machine and compressed under a concentrically
applied load. Records of the axial rigidity, the stresses on
the edges of the perforations and of the maximum load were taken.
It should be noted that in this program no tests were made on
perforated cover-plated columns of the usual type, with a box
shaped cross-section. The important conclusions are summarized
as follows:
•
1 • Axial Rigidity
- -. - - - _: - . - - - - - - - - - - ( 1 )
When a plate with regularly spaced perforations is
compressed, let the shortening of a bay length, c, be given by
6.. c. Then the aver.age strain is
£, , D.c P
I _. c'- KA
n
E.
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where K is a multiplier, greater than unity, An is the net- area
through the perforated section, such that KAn is th~ effective
area in resistance to axial deformation. E is the Modul~s of
Elasticity of the material.* For a solid plate with gross area
equal to the foregoing area An, under the same load P, the corres-
ponding strain is:
s =2.
P
/\,E - -_. -.- - - - - - - _. - -- - -- -- ( 2 )
(6)
(5)
"
K == CzC1 - _.. _. _. - _. .- .__.._-- - - -- ..._. -- -.
K is called the effective area coefficient. In computing the
axial rigidity of a perforated plate therefore, KAn shou~d be
used as effective area to obtain the correct average strain.
The coefficient K for an assembly consisting of a plate
and angles as shown in Fig. 1 can be derived similarly:
S = be = __f?__.._ --- -..----- _. - (4)
I C ( ~\a. + 't<' Ah) E
where Aa is the area of the angles and An the net area of the
perforated plate. An equal load P acting on a solid section
with area (Aa + An) produces a strain.
£, _ _._.. ,P.__
2 - (~a + ,t\n] E
Comparison between equations (4) and
K = (t:z _ I) ,D... +
t..1 An
with A = Aa + An
In the N.B.S. tests, the €l-values were determined
experimentally, the E2-values computed and K determined from
equation (6). It should be understood that Eq~ (6) implies that
no load transfer from the plate to the angles takes place so that
the plate and the angles are considered to be acting ind$pendQntly.
The N. B. S. tests
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -
*It should be noted that in references (1) to (8) the Modulus
of Elasticity E is modified to E' rather than modifying the
area.
244.1
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indicate that such a behavior is approximately true for the
columns>that they tested because K for the assemblies with two
and four angles did not vary to a noticeable degree.
Greenspan also derived the K value on a theoretical
------ - ----- -- -~ (7)
ReY. (9) and (10)). It can be expr~ssed as*
K - 'Z. - (rYl/b}'2
- (\ - rf1Jb ) [2- + C)~h)Z( f b/c -=I)]
basis (see
where m = width of perforation.
b = width of plate.
c = spacing, centre to centre; of perforations.
f = constant depending on the shape of perforation.
Typical values of f are as follows:
..
I' ----.-------- ---.-----------,------------------
II Perforation I- I
Shape I Sketch Load Parallel f
._-
i Circle r-6:=_<C.==93- Diameter -, 4.713
Ellipse . r(:::>'--'--~:~1 Major axis a. Il •5'n [1 + 2b/a'j
Ellipse If-=-o=~=6=i Minor axis b. 11 •571 -1 :7:a/bl
....----------.--1- r alb I
- -_ .. j
7.313
4.435
Long axis
Short axis
I
I
I
I
I
Side I 5.940
Diagonal i 3.962
---.l- ...__. ._._-l . _
f 0 6~--1L-.. ...__
Ovaloid
Ovaloid
I Square
I Square
-'--_.._---
* Eq. (7) gives K based on the net area An, as shown earlier.
Greenspan's original expression is for a K based on the gross
area.
", :."'
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An ovaloid perforation consists of a rectangle with
semi-circular ends as shown in Figure 2. The results quoted
here were obtained for an ovaloid with a length equal to twice
its width (f = 7~313).
The values of Ie for this type of ovaloid perforation
are shown plotted in graph 1. Similar graphs could be prepared
for other types of perforations. The K values of the N. B. S.
tests experimentally computed on the basis of Eq. (6), compare
very favorably with the theoretical values of Eq. (7) within
i 2% except for a few extreme points (see Ref. (7)). Equation
(7) is sufficiently substantiated to be used for design purposes.
2. Stresses on the edge of the Perforation
Strain measurements taken along the edge of the per-
forations indicated the degree of stress concentration created
by these holes. The following table lists the ratio of the
maximum edge stress to the average stress on the net area of
the test specimen, indicating the variation with the shape of
perforation. (see Ref. (7), page 356.)
--'----_.._._---
Load
parallel to
Diameter
Major axis
Minor axis
Major axis
SideJDiago_n_a_l -'-- _
test performed
I
S_tress Con~entrationJi
Factor _ max~mum stress
- average stress
on net area
-------+---------1- -------
2.22 to 2.82
1.69 to 2.15-
3.12*
1.93*
3.02*
7.41*
Perforation
Shape
Circle
Ovaloid
Ovaloid
Ellipse
Square
Square
.L--_
* Only one
,-
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Theoretical considerations are in substant~al agreement with
the measured values.
3. Tests to Failure
-7
The N. B. S. tests compare the failure load of a per-
forated cover-plated specimen with the failure load of a similar
specimen having a solid plate. An effective area factor, G,
was introduced as follows:
Let crmax be the maximum stress determined experimentally on a
specimen having a solid plate of cross-sectional area, Ag •
Assuming that the same average stress, crmax, acts on the perfor-
ated plate column at its failure load, Pmax, then
Pmax = Aa crmax + CAn crmax .------------- (8)
., or
C = Pmax
Ancrmax - - - - -- .. _. - - _. - - - -- - - (9)
where the effective.area of the perforated plate is (C An). By
measuring crmax for a specimen with a solid plate and Pmax for
a specimen with a perforated plate, the coefficient C can be
determined. The C values of the N.B.S. tests vary between 0.79
and 1.45. The average C for 24 tests was equal to 1.20. It
should be understood that C is only a relative measure of the
strength of the tested colwnns. It does, by no means, have a
direct bearing on the design of columns with perforated cover-
plates and of the usual cross-sectional shapes.
•244.1
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Application of the N.B.S. Study to the Design of Perforated
Cover-plated Columns
The N. B. S. study gives the answer to the following
..
•
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III. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF COLUMNS WITH PERFORATED COVER-PLATES
The following problems are considered in this chapter:
1. Axial Rigidity
2. Bending Stiffness
3. Buckling Load of Concentrically Loaded Columns
4. Yield Load of Eccentrically Loaded Columns
5. Design of the Perforated Plate for Shear'
6. Local Buckling of Plate Elements
7. Stress Concentrations due to Perforations.
Some introductory remarks concerning Sections 3, 4
and 5 are necessary~
Two theoretical approaches are possible to determine
the allowable load of steel columns.
(a) The column is assumed to have initial imperfections or
. accidental end eccentricities (16). The carrying capacity is
based on the load producing yielding of the moat stressed fibre.
Specifications such as AASHO and AREA use such a basis. This
method, as applied to perforated cover-plated columns, is used
in Section 4.
(b) The column is considered to be perfectly straight and
concentrically loaded. The carrying capacity is based on the
buckli~g load (bifurcation of equi1ibrium)(13). Such an approach
is considered in Section 3 using the tangent modulus theory for
the inelastic range.
The distinction between concentrically and eccentrically
loaded columns is carried through to Section 5 covering shear
in the perforated plate.
12
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1. Axial Rigidity
The axial rigidity is used to compute the deformations
of the members. The N. B. S. tests establish clearly by experi-
ment and theory that an effective area, K An' for the perforated
plate should be used instead of An (An = the net area of the
plate), in computing the axial rigidity.
Applying these results to three typical members as
shown in Appendix B, gives the following results:
,.....-------.----------.----------...,..------1 I
Total gross Total n~t Total effect ~
Member cross-sectional cross-sectional tive area Aeffect.
area Ag area A Aeffect. A
-----f----------+---------+---------..-- --
66.99 sq.in 56.49 sq.in 60.78 sq~in 1.075
128.44 sq.in 116.44 sq.in 121.30 sq.in 1.042 I
L-._3_--I-_2_2_7_~2_6_~q •in_---l_~~~~~6 s~in__3_18 .34 sq. in 1 .0?9_J
From the computations it can be seen that K contri-
butes very little to the total effective area. For design the
net area may be used with sufficient accuracy in most cases and
will be on the safe side •. If some r~finement is desired, Eq.(7)
can be used to compute the effective area.
..
2. Bending Stiffness
The bending stiffness about the YY axis of a perforated
cover-plated column, the cross-section of which is shown in
F~gure 3, can be readily computed f!1om the foregoing considera-
tions. In bending about the YY axis the perforated plates are
under uniform compression or tension, hence their eff.ective area
244~1
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is K An •. Therefore in computing the moment of inertia about
this axis the cover plate area should be taken as K An. The
three typical cross-sections considered in Appendix B,give the
following results:
Iy.eff
I y
1.125 .
J l i0721.057
----
IGross Moment Net Moment Effect Moment
Member of inertia of inertia of ~nertia
. 4 I ins. 4 I ylns.y.g. ins. Iy.eff
1 7,046
I
5,406 6,072
2 33,316 I 28,276 30,316I
I
,- 3 72,596 I 63,576 67,214I _ L
•
From these results it seems that it is sufficiently close for
design, and conservativ~ to neglect the increase of stiffness of
the perforated plate and to calculate using their net section
only.
In bending about the XX axis the cover plates are sub-
ject t&bending~ In this case the K factor,as calculated earlier,
does not apply. However,since the area removed by the perforations
contributes relatively little to the total inertia, no lengthy investi-
gation can be justified to make an exact analysis. It will be
slightly conservative to consider the net sectioD of the plates
in the computation of Ix. For the three typical sections con-
sidered the ratio of the gross to the net Ix is as follows:
._------------
Member 1 2 3
Ix •g •. 1.015 1.006 1.004
Net Ix
The above considerations can also be applied to
unsymmetrical cross-sections with perforations
in one cover plate only.
244.1
3. Buckling Load of Concentrically Loaded Columns
-12
•
..
It is well known that built-up columns have a smaller
buckling load than equivalent members with a solid cross-section
due to their lower shearing rigidity. Since the fatal accident
during the erection of the Quebec bridge in 1907, extensive in-
vestigations of this problem have been made.
The analysis of perforated cover-plated members fol--
lows essentially the case of a member with batten plates (e.g.
see Ref. (12), p. 144 and Ref. (13) p. 175). Bleich makes the
following comment on columns with perforated cover plates
(Ref. (13) p. 169):
"Columns using perforated cover plates, instead of
lacing bars or batten plates, have been used in
recent years. The design of such columns hinges
on the effective area of the perforated plates,
as tests made on such columns have not indicated
any weakness due to shear deformations (Reference
to the N. B. S. tests)."
This comment must be challenged as the N. B. S. tests were of
such a nature that failure took place by bending about an axis
parallel to the perforated plate hence no effect of shearing
deformation could show up. Only if buckling takes place about
an axis perpendicular to the perforated plate does this effect
enter. However, as will be shown in the following, this effect
is still negligible for perforated cover-plated columns of the
usual shape and can be safely neglected.
244.1
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•
Consider that a concent~ically loaded column buckles
about the' XX axis as shown in Figure 3. When the column buckles
the perforated plates will be subjected to shear. The system
as shown in Figure 3 is highly statically indeterminate being
somewhat analogous to a Vierendeel truss. To investigate the
stability of this system it may safely be assumed that, under
bending, the inflection points due to the local deformation be-
tween the panels are at the mid point of the panel. To calculate
the shearing deformations then, an isolated element as shown
in Figure 4a can be considered. If c is the spacing of the
perforations and a is their length, a simplified element is
considered as having legs equal to 3/4 a and an infinitely stiff
cross member as shown in Figure 4b. This obviously limits a
to be smaller than or, at a maximum, equal to 2/3 c (i.e. when
3/4 a = c/2), a requirement usually fulfilleq in such members.
Under a total shearing force, Q, each leg will deflect an amount,
b, given by
(10)
'.
where I z = Moment of inertia of the leg.
= Moment of inertia of flange about its
centroidal axis z-z. For purpose of this
report the solid material on one side of
the perforation is referred to as the flange
(See Fig. 3)
The mean slope of the deflection curve due to the shear is there-
fore 'given by
e - '2.<0
c
(11)
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If there are sufficient perforations (say,more than four),
e may be treated as a continuous function, and therefore the
curvature of the deflection line due to shear can be written
as
~ =5
de
'-dx. - - -- - - -- - - - -- (12)
For the buckled column the relations between the load,
deflection, moment and shear are:
p d~
- <GCQ =
M =- Py
elM
d.x.
-_.- - - --- - - ., ,._- .- -- (13)
~- - _. -. - - - - - - - _. (14)
Substituting these relations in eq. (12) yields the final expres-
sion for the additional curvature of the column due to shear.
~ - -- -' - - --_. - - ._.- _. - -- --- (15)
CjJm + 15
_ - Elj_ +- dZy_ ~Pa.~_ --- _.- - -- -( 16)
E.Ix dx? (O~ C E 12.or
Adding to this, the curvature due to the bending moment (i.e •
¢ = - _..Ii-) gives the final differential equation:
m E Ix dZ~_ _
dx1.
•
_______ (17)
equation for
o+
_ ~ Pa 3 )
~fZ·E.lz,
identical to the differential
d~-~­dx.'2
Equation (17) is
buckling of an aXially loaded column except for the factor
I
( I - ~ Pa3_\
<04 c f:.l, )
tion.
, which represents the effect of shearing deforma-
SolVing this equation gives the buckling load
o
I cr.
____.__. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ (18)
-15
where P = Euler load = rr' E IE L'
L = Length of the column.
Obviously Pcr is smaller than the corresponding
buckling load for a solid member. For the inelastic range, E
244.1
I + <3 f)~ - - -- _.- - - -- -- - - --- (19)
co<\- C 'i::t II.
rr 2. Et I .Pt = x = Tangent modulus load.
Ll
where
is replaced by Et, the tangent modulus, to give
Pt.
•
A more refined analysis of perforated cover-plated
columns would consider the bending of the plates between perfo--
rations and slip of the rivet~ as in the case of batten plates.
However, since the cover-plate is continuous, no slip of
the rivets could occur. Also J in takinG the lengtl1 of the
legs of the element in Figure 4b equal to (3/4 a), a rather
severe assumption was made which will compensate for any deforma-
tions of the plate between perforations. It is considered that
eq. (19) is sufficiently accurate for design purposes.
Then on letting
A = Net cross-sectional area of column.
== radius of gyration of flange with respect
to its own axis ZZ.
A/2 = Cross-sectional area of one flange at perforation.
= radius of gyration of column about XX axis.rx = ~ l;-
r z == {, 1z
-. 'A
the expression for the critical buckling stress, crcrJ can be
244.1 -16
- - - _. - ~ - -- -- - (20)
written as:
where
~r. =
- - - --,. - _. - -- ._-- -_. _._...._, - '._- (21)
H= J .- - --- -- --.- -. (22) .
..
to
This relationship for H is shown plotted in graph 2.
If a basis other than the tangent modulus concept
is used for calculating the critical column stress (e.g. A.R.E.A.
or A.A.S.H.O. Codes), the same coefficient H may be used to
determine the effective slenderness ratio. HL/rxfrom which the
allowable column stress (based on the net area as shown above)
may be determined. For the limiting case of a = 2/3 c, the
.- (23)
critical stress is given by
'2
11 Et.
(L/yox~' ~-O'--.8-24--C-C/rl.'l
This is the form given in some foreign specifications (e. g.
_______ ._ ___ __ _ (24 )HL
rx
In order to eliminate the possibility of this eff~ct
See Ref. (15)) for members \V'ith batten plates where c is spacing
of batten plates and the factor 0.824 is taken as unity, the
effective slenderness ratio becoming
..
becoming appreciable, most codes limit the value of c/rz to a
certain fraction of the L/rx of the column with a maximum of
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either 40 or 50. This condition also eliminates the possibility
of local buckling of the flanges at the perforations (e. g.
A. A. S. H. o. 3.6.36.).
A~plying equation (21) to the three typical members
as shown in Appendix B gives the following:
1.007
1.0072
1
r -1:-----l-A-ct-u~1 I -Effe~t. Rati~--of-I
I Member H L/r I' Slenderness ratio O'cr Actual,'
x HL/rx O'er Effect. II------.-------+--__+_ ----t-- - ..----j
99 I 100 1 .003 II ,
84 ! 4 II 8 .5 1.002 I
3 1.031 40 I 41.3 I 1.002 jl
-'--_._....L 1.-.__----,._'--1 . 1- ..__..._
..
These results show the negligible influence of the secondary
deformations due to shear in sections typical to those considered.
If buckling takes place about an axis parallel to the
perforated plate (YY axis) the section.resisting shear is solid
in Which case it has been shown (See Ref. (13); page 23) that
the secondary effects are also negligible and hence no reduction
in the buckling load is necessary.
..
4. Yield Load of Eccentrically Loaded Columns
The analysis made in section (3) was based on a
buckling solution corresponding to the tangent modulus theory
assuming the column was concentrically loaded.
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In this section, the column is assumed to have an
eccehtric load (either accidental or intentional) in the plane
parallel to the perforated plates (y-y plane) and the maximrnn
load is based on the point of initial yield in the column. The
• maximum column stress is caused by three effects •
(a)
(b)
(c)
Direct stress ao = piA
Bending stress due to load eccentricity' a =~u
Ix
Secondary bending of flanges due to shear force.
Referring to the simplified case shown in Figure l.~b,
the above mentioned three effects may produce yi.elding at the base
•
of the deflecting leg. Any further load increase above this
yield load will cause the deflection to increase at a much faster
rate such that the column will be very near its maximum carrying
capacity •
The differential equation governing the general case
of loading due to eccentric compressive forces is similar to
eq. 17 but containing a inhomogeneous term (see Ref. 12, p. 13).
EI (I - 5 Pa' ) d~~_ 0 _ p P.1C (e - e ))( G4 eEl d Z + r ~ - eo T -,- L 0 -----( 25)
zl .:x: l-.'
where eo = eccentricity at end x = 0
eL = eccentricity at end x = L
_. __ ._. ____ (26)where
The actual moment of inertia, Ix, can be replaced
by an effective moment of inertia
IeFfed. = R1x
R ~ \ - c,~ ~~~z -
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•
This value of R depends on the average stress, cro, a/c and a/rzo
1It is somewhat analogous to the factor H which occurs in the
buckling problem, cro being the average stress corresponding to
.the load producing initial yield. In graph 3" the value of R
is plotted as a function of the various parameters.
:>c~\ --- -( 27)Lj
where
The solution of eq. (25) is
eo r s·in.oe(L-:ic) - (L-x)I + e ll- .?~,or:.x
... s'\n,o(L L j L sln ..~L
0( L = L\~- L~, r:olEI effect. Ix .effe..: +.Y '[-
The shear force at various points is therefore given
by
- .-. --. -- - - .. ~ - - -( 28 )
..
= p~L cos~l/~i~_,?~CSolL_- e0 + Pea o(,\..'5·;n.t::'-~ic (29)
L s;n c..,(L L-
•
".
Three cases should be considered
(c) eo = -eL = e
(a) Equal end eccentricities (Figure 69) (eL = eo = e)
The maximum stress may occur at either pt. (1) or
pt.(2). For pt.(l), the maximum stress is given by:
p
crmax = cry = .p, +
Pe. '..t
l,x +
Q~\"ld . 3a e-'
--..._._._.-
2.. 4 Iz.
- --- -- - - - (31)
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for this case .. 'from eq. (28)
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Qend == ?'?L c,(; tan ofl!c. - -- -(32)
I L ""~.ac 2. eo -~- - t~n ·:,(\../~ \ - - - -- (33)
+ rl L 2. .J
•
This maximum stress may occur either on the inside
or outside of the flange .. depending on the relative magnitude
of the two effects. If it occurs on the outside .. then assuming
~ = C = distance to extreme fibre
I
C = I
rz'
and ec
r'Z.
x
= 0''25 for accidental eccentricities
.
..
-t- ".-- _.- --- -( 34)
If the maximum stress occurred at the inside of the
flange .. then assuming
..
and
.
-.
For
()y
OQ
pt.
u. 0-5.- =C
(.1
=
10j
rz. '3
ec. = 0·,5
r'2
'x
:: l' 125 + -~ ~ F~ ian. d; ~~ - - - - - - - ( 35 )
(2) .. the maximum stress occurs at the extreme
fibre since the shear is zero.
.. + - -. _. -.- - -- _. - --(36)
"
This is the familiar secant formula.
The least value of either eqs. (34) .. (35) .. or (36) gives the
desired relationship. For cry = 33 ksi and various values of
a/rz .. this relationship between cro and L/rx which would produce
yielding in the column is partially shown .. on graph 4. The full
curve gives the least value for each case.
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(b) Eccentricity at one end only. (eL = 0, eo = e)
The maximum stress may occur at either end. For the
end of the eccentric load
C1max = C1y =
and from eq. (28)
P
A +
\
+ ~.~a_c
" 4 II.
?e til
L ta~'
----------- (37)
-- -- ... (38)
~ _ -+ eu. +
•• 0""0 - rll:"
For maximum stress on
3 ac' e o<L
4 rlLtarl",L
outside of flange for same
assumptions as above,
0:;
-.1=..
0-0
and for maximum
I" 25 + ...L_~ @o CO+. ell\<0 II. VE
stress on inside of flange
_._ _._. __ _ ... __....__ (40)
------------------ (43)
-- - -- .. _.- -- -- - - - .. - - .. _.. (42)
zero eccentricity
____ . .. ...(41)
(30)
~ 5 a roo .1. ··l0-
0
'- = \. \25 + 8r~ ~ E C01.~ -
If maximum stress occurs at end of
P Q 3 a c'O'max = cry = -- + ------A. '2 4 T.?:
Pe d.LQ:: -L -;j-n .0(.Lfrom eq.
•
'"
:. cry
ao
+ £.. ~- Jao -'LCOSeC. G\,
Q. r F
u 2:. -
__ _ _ _ .. __ _ (44 )
(c) Equal and opposite end eccentricities (Figure 6a)(eo =-eL =e)
The maximum stress may occur at either pt. (1) or
pt., (2). For pt. (1), the maximum stress is given by eq. (31).
In this case, from eq. (28)
+ eu +
r'Z.
..x.
'.
.
..
Qend =:
r.- CT" __
V max . - J
P<e,
L
':'lL
tan O<L/2.
- - - .- -- --- -- -- _.. (Lt5 )
I L 'l (46)3aced. I
-z_·_---- ," --
4 rz L tahJ~!'2 J
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Therefore for maximum stress on outside of flange,
-22
___. _ _ __ ___ _ _(48)
------- ·----(l~7)
for same assumptions as above
0"9 ' ry • 3 a f 00 cot dol;.,'
= \- loS + iG "V-r-~
For maximum stress on inside of flange
.5_ \.If) 5 + ~~ \cro cot. o::J.l/')
~ f..8 rr y E Co
At pt. (2), there is no eccentricity and the shear is
given by eq. (29).
= +
_, , , (49)
The least values, as determined from eqs. (40); (41),
(44), (47), (48), and (49) are also shown plotted as a full
curve in graph ~, , for cry = 33 ksi and E = 30,000 ks i •
These results are repeate~ for an accidental eccentri-
• city.::.£. = 0.10 in graph 5• The column curve from the JLA.S.H.O.
rx'2
ec
and A.R.E.A. codes (which is secant curve for
rx 2
= 0.25) is
~
also shown as a dashed curve on graph 5. rrhe full results are
repeated in graphs 6 and 7 for a steel with cry = 50 ksi.
For design, the selection of the appropriate value of
ec ecis of prime importance. One may be tempted to use -- = 0.25
r Z rZ.
as presently used in the AASaO and AREA specific.ations. Accord-
ing to these specifications the colunm is considered to have
'.
equal end eccentricities 8 0 = eLo The stress at mid-length is
computed according to the secant formula (eq. 36). However, the
above analysis of perforated cover-plated columns considers the
influence of the shearing forces on the stresses at the ends of
the column under the assumption of equal and opposite end eccen-
tricities eo = -eL. The two situations are therefore basically
different •. Hence, for the time being the choice for this second
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case becomes a matter of judgment. It is considered that
ecrx~ = 0.10 is sufficient in determining the effects introduced
by the shear force in the case of perforated cover-plated columns.
No attempt is made to answer this question.
It may be argued
depend on the slen-
the stress at mid-the influence of defo,rmations on
ec
of --z = 0.25 is used.r '
a constant but rather
In computing
length the code value
that ~ should not be
r'Z
derness ratio L/r.
shown
average column stresses which may be used. For a/rz <25,
maximum stl'less is given by the secant curve (~~ = 0.25),
dashed in graph 5, down to L/rx equal to 43. Below this value
the full curves depending on the value of a/rz take over. By
limiting the value of a/rz to a ,fraction of L/rx in this region,
1(e.g. a/rz = "3 L/rx) the secant curve could be used right down
to a value of L/rx equal to 15.
If the column is being designed for a known eccentri-
city, the same type of analysis should be used as was made here
for the case of an accidental end eccentricity.
•
5. Design of the Perforated Plate for Shear
..
As shown in the previous sections, the perforated
plate must resist shear if buckling or bending takes place about
an axis perpendicular to the plates (i.e. XX aXis). The question
arises as to the magnitude of the shear that the plates must be
able to resist to insure the proper performance of the column •
..
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ends and is given by
Q",x. = (~~) - ~r(t) -
'lY,a)(, m;;lX.
..
Two points of view are possible in deriving this shearing force:
(a) the column may be considered as con-
centrically loaded prior to buckling
or
(b) the loads are applied with an accidental
eccentricity.
(a) Concentrically Loaded Columns
If the column is loaded concentrically, at the moment
of buckling (i.e. P = Per), it deflects in the form of a sine
curve as shown in Figure 5. If the maximum deflection at mid-
point is g, the maximum shearing force, Qmax' will occur at the
~r- .9 1T' - - -- - - -- (50)
. L
As g is indeterminate for this unstable state of equilibrium,
some rational criterion must be adopted to determine its magni-
tude. Following a suggestion first made by Engesser (see Ref •
(13)~ page 81) it may be reasoned that the perforated cover-
plates should resist a shearing force corres~onding to a deflec-
tion, g, at which the most stretched fibre of the column just
reaches the yield
~\ax. ::
stress, cry. This
tJj = ~r. [I +A .
will occur when
gel
r'2
)( -'
_(51)
where c = Distance from XX axis to extreme fibre.
For most cross-sections, it is sufficiently accurate and con-
'. servative to consider that c = r x ' so
a = (0-:: - () ) A r"x
J 'j rX P,
cr.
Substituting this value into eq. (50)
ing force
that, from eq. (51)
- - _ __ _ -_ - - _.( 52)
gives the maximum shear-
= -.--- - - - -- - --(53)
-- .-- - -. (55 )
•
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This relationship is shown plotted in graph 8. In computing
acr ' for this graph as a function of L/rx ' the tangent modulus
theory was used on the basis of a stress-strain curve as given
in Ref. (13), page 55.
(b) Columns with End Eccentricities:
The shear may be determined by considering a column
loaded with end eccentricities as shown in Figure 6a, (see Ref.
(16) page 445). An extreme value of Q will develop for equal
and opposite end eccentricites. (eo =-eL = e). In this case
Q = P (e, +- 61 2) - -- -.- -- _._.._-. - (54) .
taking into account that 61 and 82 are both small so that
sin (61 + 82) = 81 + 6 2 and where
::: 2.ee! T
and 82 can be calculated from the deflection line of a member
subjected to thrust and end moments (See eq. 29) .
..
That is e=2.
"a ',-- .do L.~~-'" . -_.'---
L l ,:,in otL/2. rJ - .- -- .- - -- - - _ .. _.. (56 )
where r0( .../
.2.
lTR .
- y~~'
and
Hence Q
A =
o
•
crz,=7\
P. ce o<L/2
PI T sin c<L/Z =
and 0: =1:.
------ ..- (57)
where, on again writing c = rx
'.
~- - - - -- _. - - - -.- - (58)
The A.A.S.H.O. and A.R.E.A. specifications use a value of ec/r2x
~
equal to 0.25 for an accidental eccentricity ratio in their
column specifications. Similar to the preceding section, Qmax
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can be determined for the load P at which yielding of the most
stretched fibre will occur.
If the column load which produces yielding is less
than the Euler load, the maximum stress occurs at each end of
1-- - - - - ( 60 )
~j
______. _ __ _ _. _ _ _ -(61)
(58)and from eq.
33 ksi and E = 30,000 ksi •
Consider now the case where a column load equal to
the Euler buckling load does not produce yielding at the ends.
Then the column will buckle in a assymetric shape as shown in
Figure 6b, in which case the maximum stress occurs at some point
along the column. The maximum shear, corresponding to the slope,
-
s'Jn f LIr)( (crf.__ 1l 2. Vi -25 f )
This relationship is also shown plotted in graph 8 taking cry =
.
•
I
I ~
9max , shown on the figure, is the same as that derived for a
equal to 94. The intersection would be at point A, shown marked
on the graph (i.e. L/rx = 106) had the curve corresponding to
eq. (5~ been based on a stress-st~ain curve elastic up to the
yield stress cry (dotted curve). The variation is caused by the
'.
concentrically loaded column, i.e.
Qrna)(. _ 1f (CJ') - o-cr}
A L/rl(
This curve intersects with that of
- ---(53)
eq. (61) at a value of L/rx
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•
•
..
.,
fact that the curve corresponding to eq. (53) is based on the
tangent modulus theory with a pl"oportional limit O"p = 25 ksi.
The small difference is of little importance in arriving at the
proper value of the shearing force •
Summarizing, it can be stated that the shear corres-
ponding to equal and opposite end eccentricities (ec/r2x = 0.25)
follows eq. (61) up to an L/rx of 94 and'from there on, eq. (53)
takes over. This combined curve is shown as a full line in
graph 8. Also shown on the graph are the present A.A.S.H.O.,
A.R.E.A., and A.I.S.C specifications for structural steel to-
gether with the German and Swedish provisions. As a basis for
comparison, the code values have been increased by a factor of
1.85 (i.e. 33/18) to represent the corresponding shear value~
which would cause yielding. The discrepancy is quite astonishing.
It stems from the different points of view taken in looking at
the problem. Without making any. further qualifying statements,
it is considered that the A.A.S.H.O., A.R E.A., and A.I.S.C.
provisions for shear in columns will give adequate and safe
values.
The column should be proportioned to resist this trans-
verse shear force. At the point of perforations, each flange
should be designed to carry half the total shear separately.
Knowing the transverse shearing force, Qmax' the
longitudinal shear force, Tmax ' acting between the perforations
may be readily determined. Considering the equilibrium of the
element shown in Figure 7 gives
- - _. - .- -. - - - -- _. - - - - (62'
• I
where h = depth of section.
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The distribution of shearing stresses along sectionSS cannot
be determined by elementary theory. The average shearing stress
is
'\'" -
";;Nt. -
- - .- - - - - - - _. - - - - - ....- - -- (63)
•
where As = Shearing area of one plate along SS .
The factor 1/2 takes into account that two perforated plates
carry the total force Tmax ' It will be safe to assume that the
maximum shearing stress will be 1.50 times the average stress
as in the case of rectangular beams. Therefore on combining
eqs. (62) and (63) will give the maximum shear stress for design
purposes,
,..,..,
LmClx •
3 cOma"::: -_.._----
4 h A'5 _.. - .. . - .. - _. -. - ... . - -- - - - - (64)
..
This value should not be larger than the allowable shear stress.
If the column is being designed for a known eccentri-
city, the same type of analysis should be used as was made here
for the case of an accidental end eccentricity as far as shear
is concerned.
An analysis of the three typical sections for shear
as shown in Appendix B gives the following results:
2.62
4.39
8.92
1.46
2.44
4.96
I
tress Max. Shear stress due
~~.~_~n.g!t. S~~~_~si •.
shear Assumed Minimum
spacing spacing
Max. Shear f\1ax .Shear S
Qmax kips due to
Member (Accordin~ Transverse
to AASHO k.s.i.
1 13.23 0.76
2 29.2 0.99
3 74.4 3.55
•
..
All these shear stresses are well within the allowable stress
of 11.0 ksi for structural carbon steel.
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6. Local Buckling of Plate Elements
The compressive force acting on the thin plate elements
of which the column is built up, may cause local buckling prior
to overall column failure. It is therefore important to detail
these elements in such a way that no local buckling is possible
prior to the general failure of the column. This condition
requires that the critical buckling stress of the plate elements
be equal to or greater than the critical buckling stress of the
column as a whole. However, it spould be borne in mind that,
in general, local buckling of plate elements does not have the
same immediate catastrophic consequences as column bucklirig,
and therefore small variations in factor of safety between the
two effects may be permitted.
The condition for coincidence of column and local
buckling is therefore considered first and then the two specific
cases of (a) a plate strip with one edge elastically restrained
and the other edge free and (b) a plate strip with both edges
elastically restrained, will be investigated. Following this,
applications to perforated plates in columns will be made.
In general the buckling stress of a long plate is
given by the expression (see Ref. (13), page 331):
..
•
- -- - - - - - - -- -- (65)
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where .} E = 30}000 ksi for stee1~
-30
Et= Tangent Modulus
t = thickness of plate
b = width of plate
V = Poissons ratio = 0.30 for steel
k = plate coefficients depending on the
boundary conditions.
The values of k for various boundary conditions are shown in
the following table:
Edge Both edges lone fixed I Both One free TOne free
condition simply other Simp1
1
fixed other simply one fixed
I supported I supported supported
;...-----+-1---- j ..- ---'- I .----+------
.I--_
k
_! 4.00 I 5. 4_2 _ _6_._9_71__0_._42_5__l~=~_7----.1
Equating the plate buckling stress to the column buckling stress
-----·-(66)
'2 .")
'\ 1T E Jr 'iol L ,( 0':"r :: ----.- ,...:::. , K
C 'plate ',:,('I"1"121 ' i b jj (,'. v) _ I•.J
gives the following result:
rr'Z E 't( rr- \ =- -
\ I.J cr/c.olurTln "l)'2( It'
. Et r::r'
where t::: E and ~1 take into account the inelastic behavior
of the material for column and plate buckling respectively (see
R2f. (13) ) • From this relationship it follows that
6
JI2.(\'-lyt)
L 0·30:' t
- - - - - - -,. (67)
tfk :: - ---
L../j-iff: 4ft '1-
b iB·\8 :fot- I , ~o lt.../ ~t In< "r ( -·---(68)
b ~ f.,:)r L, '> Go0·503 L; I
-
/r . J
tn< T ,)
and
for equal buckling stresses. This relationship is shown plotted
in graph 9, on the basis of a steel stress-strain relation given
in Ref. (13), page 55. This is obviously too complicated for
design purposes. This curve can be approximated by the relation-
ship
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.
..
This relationship is also plotted in graph 9. The effect of
this approximation can be estimated by comparing the buckling
stresses corresponding to the two conditions. This is done in
graph 10, where the buckling stress of the column as a whole
and the buckling stress of the plate in accordance with the above
approximate relationships are shown. For the elastic range the
two stresses coincide. In the case of structural carbon steel
the maximum deviation occurs at about L/r = 75, where (acr ) plate
is about 5% greater than (Ocr) column. At L/r = 40, the two
stresses again coincide while at L/r = 0, the critical stress of
the plate is 3% lower than the critical stress of the column.
Summarizing, it can be stated that the approximate relations
given by eqs. (68) give a plate buckling stress greater than or
equal to the column buckling stress for all values of L/r greater
than 40, while for L/r less than 40, it is, at the most, only
3% less. Clearly, for design purposes, the correspondence is
sufficiently' close so that eqs. (68) can be used. Also shm'ln
in graph la, is the correspondence of this approximate relation-
ship in the case of a silicon or low-alloy steel with a propor-
tional limit, op = 34 ksi and a yield stress of cry = 45ksi, and
also of a nickel steel with a proportional limit of 42 ksi and
a yield stress of 55 ksi. In the case of the silicon steel for
L/r greater than 42, the approximate equation gives exact or
conservative results with a maximum variation of 5% while for
L/r less than 42 the plate buckling stress may be at the most
only 5% less than the column buckling stress. For the nickel
steel, the relationship is exact or conservative above L/r = 48,
while at the most the plate buckling stress is only 8% less than
the column buckling stress for L/r less than 48.
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It may therefore be concluded that the b/t~ values·
given by eqs. (68) may be used for most structural steels. There
is no need to make any differentiation between these materials
as is done in the A.A.S.H.O. and A.R.E.A. specifications •
(a) Plate strip with one edge elastically restrained and the
other edge free
Considering a cross-section through the perforations,
the boundary conditions are essentially those stated above and
as shown in F1gures 8 and 9. If the length, a, of the perfora-
tions is sufficiently large as compared to the width, bl , (say
'-
a/b l )4) the outstanding leg of the plate may be considered as
infinitely· long. This is a conservative assumption as any
smaller length will give a higher buckling stress.
In this case, the outstanding legs are usually re-
strained by the flange plates, as shown in Figure 8, such that
their k-valuelies somewhere between the values 0.425 and 1.277
given above. As shown in Ref. (13), page 340 and 347, this
restraint can be expressed by a coefficient
, t d. )3 ! b )? \
1 -= lSb, l ci- I--=O-'\OGCt~'5-b)2
b,l- = width of outstanding leg
d = width of restraining plate
s = thickness of restraining plate
- -- - - - - - - -- - (69)
'.
td 2/
which is valid for (-8'5"1) ~ 9.4. * This lilJ1i t insures that the
flange plate is actually restraining the leg with regard to
buckling instead of vice-versa. The corresponding value of k
is given by:
2-O' 105 + -.-;;;c:--- 4-
S ~ + ---------.---.--- (70)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Note that the values given for T and the limitation of (td/sbl)2
are erroneous on page 347 of Ref. (13).
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In graph ~1, the values of [k are plotted against (td/sb1 ) for
various values of the parameter, (d/b1). For design purposes
a simp1ific~tion is obviously desirable. Neglecting the variable
..
(d/b1) entirely the following simplified expression is chosen
L J "20·053((.Q/ "')~\.. sb, ---------------(71)
and is also shown plotted in graph 11. As can be seen from the
graph, this simplified relationship will give sufficiently close
results for cases where d/bl is greater than 3 which usually
the case for columns.
,
r {.. i
""':/r' ~ <00 \. ( )
i 72
~/:. >GO ~ .
, ~.fo \'"
Therefore to get the allowable bllt ratios for a strip
with one edge elastically restrained and the other edge free, the
value of {k from eq. (71) is introduced into eq. (68). Taking
round figures the results are:
l . (td." ")20Ji - LI _. . /sb,
[
"'7 ( tel I "\ 2l L.b~ = 0'35 - 0,01, '- /sb,) \ ;/r-
"t ~
Valid for tdlsbl ~ 3
The limits of eq. (72) are of interest.
(1) Leg completely fixed or tdlsbl = 0: In this case
by; ~ 2i for L/r , <00 1~~~ ~" t. (73)and
br/ =
,
L" >0-35 L/r (00
't for /r-
".
(2) Leg hinged: This condition occurs if the-buckling stress
of the restraining plate becomes equal to the buckling
stress of the leg, i.e.
r \ 1f'2. En: /s \'2\~rJre5k_pl. =-12-(1- v') ~d) 4
or
td r4-- ~
~b = \\\(}4?S
- I .
3 -- - ._( 74)
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Inserting this
and
value into eq. (72) gives
b\/i -=' 12 fort
6, ' '2 L:I.Yi = 0- 0 t" for
-34
..
The first ratio of eqs. (75) corresponds exactly to
the provisions of the A.A.S.R.D. and A.R.E.A. codes for outstand-
ing legs (3.6.17 and 406 brespectively). However, the more
favorable conditions caused by a possible restraining effect of
the flange plates or due to the lower critical stress of columns
with large values of L/r are also considered by the td/sbl and
the L/r terms in eq. (72) respectively.
(b) Plate strip with both edges elastically restrained
Such boundary conditions are formed by taking a cross-
section through the solid part of the perforated cover-plated
column as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The actual~coefficient k,
lies somewhere between the values of 4.00 and 6.97 as shown above.
The restraining effect of the flange plates upon the cover plates
is expressed by the coefficient (see Ref. (13), page 336 and 346)
~ _ (t~,'\)3 ('2\3 O'3~ __ _ __ ~. (76)
.) - Sb cL } I - (teL . ',z.
, '50/
b = width of cover plate
Eq. (76) is valid for td/sb ~ 1, which represents the limit up
to which the flange plates are restraining the cover plates in-
stead of vice-vel"'sa. The plate coefficient, k, is given by
~k :=. 2. 4- 10!?'+ 3 , - - - - - -- .- -, - '- -- - - -( 77)
In graph 12, the values of \~ are plotted against td/sb for
various values of the parameter bid, as determined from eqs. (76)
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and (77). A simplified expression, neglecting the parameter
-35
b/d is
_ ___ _ (78)
It is conservative for all values of d/b larger than unity which
is usually the case for most columns. Introducing eq. (78) into
eq. (68) gives the following rounded expressions for the limiting
and
b/t ratios for this case:
td -2bt = 48 -1'2 ( ~b)
l" td~~}lb;. = o· 80 - 0"(,0(;:-) _t .)b r
Valid for ~~ ~ 1
for
for
An investigation of the limits of this equation gives the fol-
lm'Ting results:
(1) Cover plate completely built in or td/sb = O.
In this case the above eqs. become
.. 6/t L/ ~ bO )= 4-?J for - t-
and 6 0-80 ~1-- . - -- --( 80)= L/ > roo J
-1 for --r
(2) Cover plate hinged along the edges.
This corresponds to the condition where the cover plate
I
and the restraining plate have the same buckling stress or
~d/sb = I, in which case the above eqs. become
b/ 3~ for L. "CO
] ~- -(81)/t = /r ~ 0and
0'(;0 L).'. 6/. for l", '> bO-=t r r" ,
A comparison of these values to those given in the
A.A.S.H.O. and A.R.E.A. specifications for structural carbon
steel (3.6.15 and 405 respectively) shows that the value, bit =36,
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lies between the ratios of b/t = 40 for cover plates and webs
connecting segments and b/t = 32 for the webs of the segments
themselves. ,That is, the extreme case of eq. (81) corresponds
to the code values. However, the values given in eq. (81) also
consider the restraining effects of the flange plates and allow
a higher b/t ratio for an increasing slenderness ratio of the
column with its corresponding lower colunm buckling stress.
In the application of these results tp perforated
cover-plated columns, some points should be considered. Firstly
the buckling stress deternlined was for an infinitely long plate.
For a plate of finite length the actual buckling stress would
be slightly higher. For case (a) treated above (i.e. section
through the perforation), the k values are higher for low values
of the ratio a/bl' where a is the length of the perforation, as
shO~ln in the following table:
I a/bl-·-·-3.o--I-~o 00
!-----I---,---+-----r------
I k __ 10.535 o)~65 I ~=-:~:425
Irk/koQ 1_~_~43_L__l.OOO
The ratio, ~k/k~, gives, directly, the possible increase in
bl/t if a finite length, a, is considered. It is obvious that
no such refinement is justified for design purposes.'
For case (b), considering the plate between perfora-
tions the minimum value of k 'l'rill be obtained as long as the
length between the perforations (c-a) is greater than b which
is usually the case and again no refinement is justified. If
(c-a) becomes smaller than b the stress distribution is far
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from being constant over the entire width, b. The stress will
be more concentrated towards the edges so that a more favorable
condition than that assumed, actually exists. It is therefore
considered that the values in eqs. (79) should. give safe results.
An application of these results to the three typical
sections as shown in Appendix B, gives
!Outstanding leg Cover plate I Web plate ofI . IMember~t perforation between perforation I flange
-~. Al~;~;~~;~~:!ll:;ableF::al--rAll~~lefc:t~
2 flange plate 5~ 48 I 50 I 45
buckles first I I
3 12.5 10 42 38! other sections! buckle first ~
-----'-
7. Stress concentrations due to Perforations
It is well known that a hole in a plate subjected to
a state of plane stress causes considerable stress concentrations
at the edge of the hole. Two limiting cases may be considered.
In an infinitely wide plate subjected to a uni-axial stress, a,
as shown in Figure 11, the maximum stress at the edge of the
circular hole will be 3a, or the stress cQncentration factor
equals three. For a strip with a finite width, b, the maximum
. stress approaches 2 an' where an is the average stress' over the
net section (see Ref. (17), page 134). That is, for any practi-
cal plate, the stress concentration factor based on the average
net stress varies between 2 and 3. An elliptical hole having
its major axis parallel to the applied stress in an infinitely
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wide plate has a stress_concentration factor given by
-- b' "CT~3X = 0-(' + C. ,'OJ {82}
In this case the stress concentration factor is less than three
since minor axis b is always smaller than the major axis a.
It can therefore be concluded from this that ovaloid holes having
their long axis parallel to the applied stress will produce le~s_
stress concentration than the corresponding circular hole. The
N.B.S. tests have definitely indicated such a behavior. Practi-
cal considerations also favor the ovaloid shape.
The influence of the stress concentration on the
fatigue strength of the column cannot be stated in a positive
manner at the present time. Only an extensive test program could
give such a result. However, it is believed that such a proce-
dure is unnecessary. The perforated cover-plated column has
also a great number of rivet holes which produce stress concen~
trations at least equal if not greater in magnitude than those
around the edge of the perforation. Since riveted columns de-
signed according to specifications have perfor'med satisfactorily,
the same performance can be expected of columns with perforated
cover plates" the perforations producing Im'fer stress concentra-
tions than rivet holes. It is obvious that this statement does
not hold for square and diamond shaped perforations which cause
stress concentrations far above three. {See N.B.S. tests on
page 5.}
There remains the question of the influence of stress
concentrations on the local buckling strength of the perforated
:plate. As there are no test results available a definite answer
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is again impossible. Nevertheless, considering that the high
stresses are very localized, yielding, if it occurs at all, will
occur in a very restricted area. No plastic zone will form but
only one or two extremely thin yield lines will appear which
will relieve the highly stressed region. All other material not
affeGted by these yield lines will remain elastic, so that no
danger of local failure exists.
In summarizing, it can be stated that the perforations,
if properly shaped, produce smaller stress concentrations than
rivet holes, so that the fatigue strength of the members should
not be reduced below that of a member with solid cover plates or
lacing. The danger of local buckling is not materially affected.
To insure proper behavior certain precautions in the
manufacturing process of the perforated plates are necessary.
It should be required that the perforations oe produced by a
manufacturing process which leaves the plates flat. Any crimp-
ing of the edges of the holes might lower their resistance. If
perforated cover-plates are used on tension members the process
must leave the edges mechanically sound or fatigue may be ini-
tiated. For plates of high strength steel if perforations are
flame cut the edges should be properly annealed to restore their
ductility.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN OF PERFORATED COVER-PLATED COLUMNS
The N. B. S. studies and the analytical considerations
just presented give sufficient information to make definite re~
commendations. The numerical results of the three typical cross-
/
• sections considered in Appendix B, al101'l the recommendation of
simplifications without sacrificing safety and economy.
1.' Computation of Cross-Section Constants
(a) Cross-sectional area for axial rigidity
The N.B.S. studies show that the effective cross-
sectional area, Aeff , to be used to compute the axial rigidity
is larger than the net area through the perforations. It is
given by
.- - - -- _. - -- ~ - (83)
where Af =
Aa =
An =
K =
Area of flange plates
Area of angles
Net area of perforated plates
Effective area coefficient
..
The value of K can be obtained from eq. (7) or graph 1. General-
ly K is only slightly above unity and it is sufficiently accurate
and conservative to take K = 1, such that Aeff becomes equal to
the net area A of the column.
:--- ------_._- ----_._.._.__._--
Recommendation: In computing the axial rigidity, the net
section of the column should be taken. If
some refinement is desired, eq. (7) can
be used to compute the effective area.
'---._------_._--------_..__._-----_.._--_._._----_...-------
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(b) Moment of inertia, I y
The ¥Y-axis being parallel to the perforated plates
(see Figure 3), the moment of inertia is
,.'
..
I =)I.effect. 1 + I + K A p'2 - -- - - - - -- - ---. (84)'ff. y.a -- n
'.
where I Yor = Moment of Inertia of flange plates about yy
I = Moment of Inertia of angles about yyy.a.
An = Net area of perforated plates
p = Dist. of perforated plates from axis YY
K = Effective area coefficient.
The value of K can be determined as shown in previous section.
Generally K is close to unity and the effective moment of inertia
is very closely approximated by the moment of inertia of the net
section.
Recommendation: In computing the moment of inertia about
the ¥Y axis, parallel to the plane of the
perforated plate, the- net ,section of the
column should be taken.
-'---.....,-------------------------------
(c) Moment of inertia, Ix
In bending about the XX-axis which is perpendicular
to the plane of the ~over plates, the difference between the
net and gross moment of inertia is so small that no lengthy in-
vestigation is justified. The moment of inertia of the net
section will be sufficiently accurate and slightly conservative.
r-------------------..-----------------------I Recommendation: In computing the moment of inertia about
the XX-axis, perpendicular to the plane
of the perforated plate, the net section
.. L of the column should be taken.-_._---
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In computing the cross-sectional constants for
members with perforations staggered in opposite cover plates,
the net section is taken as if the perforations were opposite
to each other.
2. Allowable Column Load
In determining the allowable load for a perforated
cover-plated column, the pertinent code should be followed (i.e.
A.A.S.H.O., A.R.E.A., or A.I.S.C. codes).
The thinking behind these specifications is to consider
a column with accidental end eccentricity-ratios g£ = 0.25. The
r 2
influence of the shearing forces on the strength of columns with
perforated cover plates is considered according to the analysis
presented in Chapter III, section 5. This approach is in principle
consistent with the above codes as it considers small accidental
end eccentricities producing such shearing forces.
In order that the code values may be used down to
apprOXimately an L/rx of 15, the value of a/rz should be limited
to 1/3 of L/rx with a maximum of 20. With this limitation, the
maximum value of R is approximately equal to 0.94. Its influence
. on the column strength is very small, so that the reduction in
..
•
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column strength may safely be neglected (less than 5% in all
cases, usually much less). This error is-offset slightly by
taking the net r x of the section.
1-------------------------------
Recommendation: (1) The allowable column stress should
be determined from appropriate code being
used.
-43
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(2) If the slenderness ratio a/rz (length
of perforation/radius of gyration of flange)*
is equal to or less than 1/3 of L/rx with
a maximum of 20, the code values can be
directly applied.
Only for the exceptional case of
a/rz) 20, a modification, both of effective
radius of gyration (see eq. 26 and graph 3)
and column strength (according to graph 5)
e
becomes necessary provided buckling occurs
about an axis perpendicular to the perfor-
ated plates (xx-axis). No modification is
necessary for members which have at least
one solid cover or diaphragm plate. (See Fig.
12,13). A member with staggered perforations
should be treated as if the perforations were
opposite to each other.
(3) The allowable column load is equal
to the product of the net cross-sectional
area and allowable stress as determined
above.
* See definition of flange on p. 13, below eq. (10).
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3. Design of Perforated Plate
The perforated cover-plate has to meet three require-
ments, namely, (a) to connect the flanges and as such to ~esist
possible shearing forces, (b) not to buckle locally prior to
buckling of the column as a whole, and (c) to provide openings
for fabrication and for maintenance purposes without causing
undue stress concentrations.
(a) Design for shear
The A.A.S.R.O., A.R.E.A., and A.I.S.C. specifications
for the shear force acting on laced columns (Art. 3.6.36, L~20
and/or 1805 and Sect. 26a. respectively) prescribe conservative
values for the design shear force. If so desired, the more
realistic values given by eqs. (53) and (61) or by the solid
line on graph 8, divided by the appropriate safety factor, could
be used.
The column section should be able to resist the trans-
verse shear force determined as shown above. For members with
perforations in both cover plates (staggered perforations treated
as if opposite) each flange at the point of perforation should
be designed to resist half the total shear force.
The members should also be designed for a longitUdinal
shearing force in which case the maximum shear stress is given
by eq. (64) which is
'.
3 c Q
----
4- h As - -- - ""-- - -. ,--, - - - (64 )
where Q = Design transverse shear force determined as
above.
As = Longitudinal shearing area of one cover-plate
between perforatiQns.
= t (c-a)
244.1
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In the case of an asymmetric cross-section with perforations in
one side only, the above equation should also be used. This
procedure will be conservative as it amounts to assuming that
both the perforated cover-plate and the solid cover-plate each
take half of the shear.
In the case of a symmetrical cross-section with a solid
web (see Figure 13), design for longitudinal shear is not necessary.
The stitch rivets connecting the various elements of
the column cross-section should also be checked for the design
shear determined above although in most cases, this is superfluous
as other provisions determining the. maximum spacing will be
governing.
_._._---------------_.._--
(2) At the point of perforation each
flange should be designed to resist half
the total transverse shear force. Check-
ing of the transverse shearing stress in
members with at least one solid web plate
is not necessary.
(3) The perforated cover-plates should
be designed to resist a longitudinal shear-
ing force which produces a maximum shear
stress of 3 c Q
L Inax. = 4 h As
where Q = Transverse shear force deter-
mined as above. I
As = Longitudinal shearing area of one I.
.l..-- c_o_v_e_r_-plate between perforatio~~L
..
•
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(b) Design Against Local Buckling
For local buckling of flat plate elements, the formulae
given as eq. (72) and eq. (79) can be used directly. It is con-
sidered that no differentiation between the different materials
such as structural carbon steel, silicon steel or nickel steel
should be made. Taking as a lower limit of the slenderness ratio,
L/r, a value of 30, the maximum reduction in the pla~e buckling
stress compared to the column buckling stress is only 4.5%. The
distances bl , b, and d should be measured from the line of rivets
nearest the heel of the angle as shoHn in Pigures 8 and 10. In
the case of welding bl , b, and d are measured over the entire
width of the plate •
ing relationships should be used:
b "1 _ (td/" '7- .rY; = L '5 D,j Jor-t
and b rO 3r 1,/teL \,'2.] L fo( ~'r" >GOt/ ::: I ';) - 0'0 I ( /5'0') ',-
't L ' '- 'I' I
This is valid for' td/sbl ~. 3. If td/sb l is
greater than three, the web of the flange
should be checked'for local'buckling.
(2) For the cover-plate between perfora-
tions the following relationships should
be used: ,
"td,. \' " L / rob<t. ::: 4,~ - l'Zl ISb) ,to~'-:;":' ~'O
and
f' . d '2'! " (,- '~Ob/ ::: 10 '80 - 0'20(+ /b) i..':- tor- ,.:';-. ,'>'0
't L 'S J r
These are valid for td/sb ~ 1. If td/sb is
greater than unity the web of the flange
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Recommendation:
(Continued)
should be checked for local buckling.
(3) The distances bl , b, and d should be
measured from the line of rivets nearest
welded sections, bl, b, and d should be
the heel of the connecting angle. For II
I
I
width of the plate. I
_________..1measured over the entire
(c) Shape and spacing of the perforations
The size and spacing of the perforations is governed
largely by requirements of fabrication and-maintenance. Ellipti-
calor ovaloid holes with their long axis in the direction of the
column axis seem to be the best suited. These types of holes are
also the most advantageous from a theoretical point of view pro-
•
ducing the lower values of stress concentration.
The spacing of the perforations has a minor influence
on the magnitude of the stress concentration, a larger spacing
slightly increasing it~ magnitude. However, no upper limitation
is necessary on this account. A lower limitation is necessary
to ensure integral action of the member such that secondary
shearing deflections become small.
If the perforations are not spaced opposite each other,
or if only one cover plate is perforated (Figure 12), slight
variations in the working line would occur which would introduce
bending stresses. From the analysis of the three typical sections,
the value of this variation in terms of ec/r2 (where e is the
eccentricity due to such unsymmetry) is equal to a maximum of
0.133 for the light section down to 0.070 for the heavy section.
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This is well within the accidental eccentricity of ec/r2 = 0.25
for which the column is designed under the various codes and is
therefore of no consequence •
be ovaloid (i.e. straight sides with semi-
• 1---"-----"----'---- ._-_._--'-
~ecommendation: (1) The shape of the perforat~on~~hou~~-~
I
I
•
circular ends), elliptical or circular.
For the first two cases, the long axis
should be in the direction of the column
axis.
(2) The lower limit for the spacing of
the perforations should be c = 1.50 a,
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V. SUMMARY
The findings of this study can be sun~arized as
follows:
1. The experimental and theoretical studies done by the
National Bureau of Standards ((1) to (10)) are sufficient to
establish an effective area of a perforated cover-plate for
axial deformation. However, in most cases the contribution of
the perforated plates to the total area of the member is rela-
tively small, so that it is sufficiently accurate and safe to
consider only the net area of the perforated plates in com-
puting the cross sectional area of the member~
2. If buckling occurs by bending about an axls perpendicular
to the perforated plates, they are subjected to shear. The
reduction of their shearing stiffness due to the perforations
is insignificant for the usual proportions of perforated cover-
plated columns so that the buclding load is not substantially
reduced.
3. Considering small end eccentricities (accidental or in-
tentional) in a plane parallel to the perforated plates,
secondary bending of the flanges along the perforations can
become rather large, especially for relatively short lnembers
with a low l/r - ratio,sothat..their load carrying· capacity may
be substantially decreased.
4. In considering local buckling of the plate elements the
point of view was chosen that the column buckling stress and
the plate buckling stress should be equal. Simple expressions
for the width-thickness ratios were derived taking into account,
in an approximate manner, the possible interaction between the
flange plates and perforated cover-plates. A comparison between
244.1
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the ratios for plates of structural carbon, silicon, low alloy
and nickel steel showed that the differences for a given l/r -
ratio are insignificant so that a constant ratio for these types
of steel can be justified.
5. No direct answer to the problem of stress concentration
caused by the perforations is given. However, it can be stated
that rivet holes may produce more severe stress concentrations
than the perforations.
6. The findings of this study are applied as specific recom-
mendations covering the design of columns with perforated cover-
plates •
••
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APPENDIX A
Notation
All symbols are defined "Vvhere they first appear' and they are
collected here for easy reference.
A-I
A
Ag •
Aeff .
An
Aa
Af
c
:::;
:::;
:::;
:::;
Net cross-sectional al"ea of column
Gross cross-sectional area of column
Effective cross-sectional area of column
Net area of perforated plate
Area of angles in column.
Area of flange in column (See Fig. 3)
Longitudinal shear area of one cover plate
:::; t (c -a)
Effective area factor for N.B.S. failure
tests
E :::; Modulus of elasticity
Et :::; Tangent Modulus
H Effe6tive length factor for modification due
to shear deformation
I y .g . _. ~.1oment of Inertia of gross section about the
YY axis
:::; Moment of inertia of net section about the
YY axis
..
liT e""f :::;tl. 01.. 0 r.1oment of inertia of effective section about
YY axis
I :::; I110ment of inertia of gross section about XX
x.g.
axis
21+4 .1
Notation
(Contlnued)
Ix = Moment of inertia of net section about
the XX axis
I z = Moment of inertia of flange about-axis 22.
(See definition p. 13 and FiG. 3)
- Transverse shear force
.- Tangent modulus load
- ~·1aximum transverse sheeu'" force
=[E
\i 'tE. .L l'. fEed.
Cri.tical buckling load
Length of column
Column load
~1aximum column load
Euler buckling load
Effective area coe:£ficient
Bending Moment
Factor for determining effective t1. of I. due
to shear deformation.
IJongitudinal shear force
=
-
deflection at a polnt
_. strain in perforated plate
_.- strain in solid plate
- stress
=: stress based on net secti.on.
Tr
1\.
L
fJI
p
p
max
Pcr'
Pp
.:..J
Pt
Q
Qmax
R
T
r:X.-
b
E"
E.z
... ()
()n.
()ma,,;. =: maximum stress
eJp. - stress at proportional limit
a: =: Yield stress
.Y-
e _. Slope
Sl - slope due to eccentricity
e~
'Ps
f'
rpM
V
"r
:::
:::
/'\.-3
Notation
(Continued)
slope due to bending
Curvature due to shear
Curvature due to moment
Poissons ratio
Shear s 'cre s 13
-Crn~x. :::
1: -
f ==
a
-'
b
-
b l --
c --
-c _.
d .-
e ==
f :::
g ==
h
k
Maximum shear stress
Et/E
Restraint factor
Length of perforation
VJldth of plate
Width of outstanding leg at perforation(SeeFig.8)
Spacing of perforations
Distance from gravity axis to extreme fibre
Width of flange plate (See Fig. 3)
Eccentricity of Load
Constant for detepmin:l.ng axial rigidity
Maximum deflection of column to produce
yield in the extreme fibre
Depth of secti.on
Plate buckling coefficient
111
p
r
==
==
:::
:::
Width of perforation
Distance of perforated plate from YY a:~is
Radius of gyration
Hadius of gyration about the YY axis
Radius of gyration about the XX axis
Hac1i.us of gyration of flange about the ,~z ends
s == Thickness of flange plate (See Fig. 8)
t
u
x
y
:::
==
Thickness of cover plate (See Fig. 3)
Distance from N.A. of Section
Coordina te axiS along mCiT!i)er
Coordinate axis for deflections.
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL BRIDGE SECTIONS
The members are chosen from a proposed bridge deslgned
by Modjeski and Masters, Consulting Engineers, Harrisburg, Penna.
f'- 1.' Section Propertj.es,
(1) Light Section
Consider section SL6-sU7, span = 100'.
r e, 7 IICover Plates L26( -12)} II x Ib
" Plates
7 II
166" x6 II JC.
'~-" L' s
Flange
Plate
T~;~ls~~~~e~s,...-: .: I I-Ji-I
as flange in 1 : i: f'
this report. I -~; _..::..~~~-----,
; :z.!;X
i-· _ - -- ._'. -- - ..'It
Figure Bl
sq.ins.= 56'49
= 66,99 sq.ins.
Cover PL. I 11.375
Manhole I ·-5.25
.,
(a) YY Axis
r----------------, --------,----.----r-.~---,-----,-.,-- ---
I Section A1"'e8. Arm. I Moment I ICG J' Ay2 i Iyy
t- to C.L. ~ -I-
I ~anho1e -5.25---' 12.;-1-65 .6;--1 ._=- --=-820 I ~820
I
I:
cover PL. 11.375 12.5 I 1777 11777
I 2 LIs 10 .12 I 10 ·59 I 35. L! 1135 11170 I
2 PJ.,s 2LI· 1 0 1152 0 11152
2 L's 10.J.2 1-10 . 59 35. LJ. 113511170
I
I '
I
i -12.5 ITT7 i 1777
- I 1 I I
I I 'lor I 0, I! ·-12.5 ! --. -u20 I -u20
- .---,---L_-.l_--__-I---r J __
- ~
T - ~(04':-' I'
_y.g.- 0 lns.
Tv .- 9w6 ins. if
IJ
a
A -- 11'375 sq.ins.cov.p1.
An =. 6'125 sq.ins.
An . p2 = 1914 ins. 4
24L!- .1
~ ::: O. L!·6
b
B-2
,.
y (one manhole only) ::: 65'62 ::: 1·06 ins.
61·72
(b) ZZ Axis
I " 2b~ Or-.' 4:::.,L '.:J -.Lns .
z
(c) XX Axis
y - 1.80"
h
2
,
'["z - 1).26 .Q5 -- 2 i 1 .
- V28' 2L!. - • ... 1n8 •
Af1h2 2Ix =-",2 1 z + -2- - 252.1 + 56·L~8 .11·95
::: 3302 ins. 4·
I x . g . =8302 + 126 =8L!-28 ins.
L
:-
(2) Medium Section
Consider section NU5-NL1.j. $ Span = 100 t •
=- l2.1 InS.
•
Figure B2
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(a) YY Axis
,-----_..•-_.._,---
-----.----r- ---------
Section Al"'ea Arm Moment 1_ lCG Ay 2 I yy
r-.------ ---- --_.__.--"---r------.-
. Manhole
-6.0 20.5 -123 -0.1 -2520 -2520
Cover Plate 15.0 20.5 0.3 6300 6300 1
I
2 LIs 19·22 18.02 118.8 6240 63591
60.0
1
8000 I2 PLs. 0 0 0 I
621+0 I2 LIs 19.22 1~:::;2 118.8 6359 1Cover Plat.e 15.0 I 0.3 6300 t.:·~oo II . OJ I
Manhole
-6.0 1-20 .5 ! ···0.1 ···2520 1-2520 1II
Ag - 128·44 sq.ins.
A _. 11\r.). I" L1,. <:;[('1 l'ns·..... .
Acov.pl. - 30 sq.ins.
. L
I y .g • = 33,316 ins. f
n L IfI y - 20,270 ins.
An. p 2 == 7,560 ins. 4
== 18 Sq.j.11S.
m 0'
- = . 1../-0
b
15'58 ins.
-
Y one manhole only .- 123122. 1+4
= 100"
(b) ZZ Axis
Section I Ar;-;TA;m-T1~~t . lC~, t.:AY2--IZ;~
Plate i30.0 0·375 8.25 1.4 '72·9 7L~.31
L's 119.22 2.98 ! 57.28 118.8 20.8 139.6
Net Cover I 9.0 5.50 I 49.50 60.7 111.8 172.5
PIates! I I I
'-----_'---_-.--1-__---'- --'-__-!-._----"._--
Afl = 58·22 sq.ins. Z== 115.03 I z ==
n /" ' 11300 . L!. ins.'"
h
2.
14.27
(c) XX Axis'
I .. = 2 1z + Afl.
h2
== ?A 772.8 + (116'44 ·14.025-)
2 1
= 23 J 673 ins. f
I x .g . == 23;073 + 144 = 23;817 ins. 4
... /23673'-r x -116. 1+4 ins.
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(3) Heavy Section
Consider section shown, Span = 50'
Cover Plates (30-12) x 5/8 11
(a) YY Axis
Section I Area Arm IMo~entl I CG
Manhole .1
--+-_._---+---~
,.
-7.5 24.56 i -184 i --i '
, I
Cover PL., 18.75 24.56 I 1
2 L's 22.88 21.97 I 139 .L~
I
4 PL's lL~4 0 I 0 27648I
,
1139.42 L's 22.88 -21.97 I·
ICover PL. 18.75 -24.56 I 1
-- I -- 1Manhole -7.5 /-24.56 II __......J-___ ~__
•
Ag = 227.26 sq.ins.
A = 212.26 sq.ins.
Acov .p l • = 18.75
An = 11.25
m/b = 0.40
Ay2 --Iyy
-
-4510 -4510
11,290 11,291
11,01_J.l+ 11,183
0 276Lt8
11,044 11,183
I
ll,290 I 11,291
-4510 -}+510
..__..J
= 72,596 ins . L~
= 63,576 ins. 4
13,560 ins. 4
r y = ,!63,5'r6 = 17.'3 ins.V 212.26
Yone manhole only = 184
219.76
= 0.84 ins.
" '
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(b) ZZ Axis
I CG i Ay2 . IZZ ]
13 .5Ii09.8 I 123.3-1
I I I139.4 I 74.0 I 213.4 .
I 76~05 1 281
+ 212.26 x 14.762
ins. 4
ins. 4
r :;: /47335 :;: lL~. 95 ins.
x ~ 212.26
(c) XX Axis
Ix = 1235·4 + Aflh2 = 1235.4
2
:;: L~7, 335
I x •g • = 47335 + 180 = 47,515
'. Af1 = 106.13 sq.ins. £ :;: 210.8
y = 210.8
106.13
h = 14.76"
'2
= 1.985"
617.7
106.13 = 2.41 ins.
•
2. Deformations
Assuming perforations are of' ova1oid shape and are 12 11
".,ride by 2L~" long at 5 ft. spacing:
(1) Light Section
~ = 0.46 b:;: 2~ :;: 0.43
b c 00
K = 1'35
Apl.effective = 1'35 . A = 8'27 sq.ins.
Total Aeffective :;: 44·24 + 16'54 =60'78 sq.ins.
A :;: 56·49 sq.ins .
Aeffect :;: 60' '"(8 :;: r1 ' 0751A--- 56·4"9
(2) Medium Section
m
b :;: 0·40 'b 30- = ~ = 0'50c 1:)0
244.1 K == 1·27
Ap1.effective == 1'27 . An == 11-43 sq.ins.
Total Aeffective - 98·44 + 22·86 = 121·3 sq.ins.
A = 116·44 sq.ins.
B-6
Aeffect
._--- ==
A
121.3
116·44
(3) Heavy Section
~ = 0·40 ~ = 0'50 K == 1·27
Apl.effective == 1'27 . An == 14.29 sq.ins.
Total Aeffective - 189.76 + 28'58 = 218.34sq.ins.
A = 212.26 sq.ins.
3. Bending Stiffness
Aeffect
A
213.3LI-
= 0--'--~-
c1'(. .20
-
Assuming the same spacing of perforations as in the previous
case, therefore for
•
(::.) YY Axis
(1) Light Section
I y c." 5L~06 ins.4
Ieffective == IWi_thout + Ie An
cover plates
== 3492 +(1.35 191~.)
,
== ,501-2 ins. 4
1y .eff. :0: iQI.?_ == 11 .125 1
I y 5LI-06 ----I
Medium Section
1y = 28,276, in8. 4
2p
Ieffect
Iy.eff.
I y
= 1\1"1thout + K An p2
cover plates
== 20716 +(1'21 7560)
') 0 ~)1'/"' 4= .) },j.) 111.S.
- 30315 -ll'O'?'?l
- ---- . I~28276 ----I
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(3) Heavy Section
I :::: D~~ ~~('<~ ins 4y _J,? v •
Ieffect =, Iwithout + K An p2
cover plates
:::: '-001'" +(1.27:J I-.. ,
'--'721 'I ins. l.~
- ,) I-/.....
\
13>560)
()) XX AxIs
(1) Light Section
I ''''12~ I -/x.g. _ ~::....-_U - 1 015'
--- ... n" -. • IIv oj02 ._'
,L'.,.
(2) Mediwn Section
Ix (1' . 2~01~(' Q'----/_~.!2...:..:= .JU = 1·0.06
Ix 236'(J
(3) Heavy Section
T
-x.g.
I~r
.h
4. Effect of Shearing Deformations
(1) Light Section
From graph 2.
L == 100' a
rz
24
== --.-. == 11·1!.
2.11
( LPx.) effective -
(2) IvIedium Section
100
L = 100' a 24:::: 2.1=)7 == 9 ·35
r z -'
r· ,
:::: (/!.
a == 0. 1+0
c
From graph 2. H ==~]
(~)effective == 8L!.Sr,r
.l\.
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(3) Heavy Section
L :::: 50'
From graph 2
5. Design for Shearj.
a ::::~ :::: 9'97
rz 2.41
alc :::: 0·1.~0
(L ) ==
rx effect.
L
::::r x
1+0 '1
H=1.031
'.
(1) Light Section
From A.A.S.H.O. Code, for ~x :::: 99 , ~:x :::: 234 psi
Qmax :::: 56·49 . 234 :::: 13,230
(a) Transverse shear
(i) Full section
11'75• 28'24L V ~A-:::: ~t ymax .Lx
13,230
:::: 8428 7
8
= '-~~~. psyJ
(ii) Perforated section ,
T :::: ..y.- Z-Ay ;-~ 6615 . (6..2 • l' 5).:-,'+.:.-(~5~..:.--_. _1).:-,+_21
"'1nax I zt (3 )126.05· 1 /4
(b) Longitudinal shear
3 c ~L :::: _ - Qmax :::: ;.-
max }.j. h -A- '+
s
60 13230
2b . 36 . 7/16
== 114_55 psi I
...,
At minimum spacing (i. e. c == ~ a == 3')
? 36 13230
1:' max == ~ • 26 . 12 • 7716
:::: .liG620 psi \
•
(2) Medium Section
From code Qrnax:::: 251 psi
A
Qmax == 251 . 116 .1.!.L~ == 29,200
(a) Transverse shear
(1) Full section
lmax :::: ..'!-~AY :::: 29200 . ~8'22 . 13·81
Ixt 23817.1'
== [ 990 psi r
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At minimum spacing
~.
(b)
(ii) Perforated section
max = I~t Ay = 37§4~og.25 ((1.57. 30)+(10. 90)+1)
= 146.00 0 57.1 =1965 P~i -\
. 384.6. 2. 25 ~ .__-.J.
Longitudinal shear
_ .3. .£. Qrnax _ 3 60 29200
max - 4 h As - 4" • 30 • 36 • 172
=[244'O'-ps i]
onlY)
37200 x 72 x 1.23
= 617.7x1.5
~ .._~./ (angles
= 35~~?SLI .
Longitudinal shear
t . - 3 c Qrnax _ 3 x 60 x 74400
max - 4· h P:;- - 4" 30 36x 578
=1 4960 .~;lI
At minimum spacing
t max =~ x ~~ x 1~~~/8 =~920;~.
(b)
max = \4390 ~si]
(3) Heavy Section
For L/rx = 40 ~m~x = 351 psi
Qrnax = 351 x 212.26 = 74,400 lb.
(a) Transverse shear
(~) Full section
L
max
=~ :£Ay - 74400 x (113 • 63 x 14 • 76)
Ixt - 47,335 x 5/4
.= f2ii6- psil
'------'
(ii) Perforated section
t max = ..:i- 2. AyIzt
..
6. Local Buckling
(1) Light Section
(a) Section at perforation
L = 100 . 12 = 123
rmin 9.78
td 7716. (24~ = 5.25 which is ) 3sbl 1 2 • (7-3) .
:. The legs actually restrain the flange plate
(b) Section between perforations
td ~ 7/16 • (24-6) = 63 = 0.79
sb 172. (26~6) 80 .
2l.J.L~ .1 B-IO
(b/t)allowable := (0'80 - 0'20 • 0'792 ) . 123 :: 18"3\
(b/t)actual:= (~~) ==.\46]
(c) Web of flange
Sj,nce ln case (a) J the web of flange would
buckle first) then, assuming simple supports at
edges
(bit) allowablB ::: 0 ·60 ~ == \7Ll·1
(,.. It ) (24··6) -- Ii ".)' 6' I
\ LJ actual::= 172' =.J
(2) Medium Section
(a) Section at perforation
L := 100 . 12 == 84
l....min 14.27
tc't ::= 1/2 . (40-6)) == >3·8 which is 3
sbl 3IL~. (9-3)
:. Legs restrain flange plate
(b) Section between perforations
td == 1/2 . (LI·0-6) == ~~~~ == 68 ::: 0.9)-+
. sb 3/4. (30-6) 3. 2l~ 72 .
(b/t)allowable := (0·80 - 0·20 . 0'9L~2) • 84 ::: 1'52 \
( 1< It) 30-6 l!±4n \o . actual == l/~ == 0
(c) Web of flange
Since from (a)) web of flange buckles first,
"
(3 )
on assuming simple supports
(bit) allowable := 0·60 . L/r == f50l
( b / t )actua 1 := ~3/ry/· == \L!. 5 \
Heavy Section
(a) Section at perforation
L -4
-. - 0
rnnn
'f
..
•
•
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td == 5/8 . (48-6) == 2.92
sbl 1 1/2 . (9-3)
(bIt) a 11owab1e == 21 - 8 .5 == [12]
(b/t)actual == ~7§==ll01
(b) Section between perforations
-Cd == 518 :. (48-6) _ == 0.75
so lI72. (30-b)
(b/t)allowable == L~8 - 6 • 4 == \41.6J
(bit )actual == 35~86== 138 1
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APPENDIX C
The tests made on members of the Calcasieu
'f
River Bridge, Lake Charles, Louisiana, by the Louisiana Dept.
of Highways and Bureau of Public Roads (see Ref. 18) present
the only failure tests made on perforated cover-plated columns
e :=: 36 11
I a/e ,= 0.555
i Ix = 9000 ins.4
I 9.3 11'rx =
22'10 11
c = 36"
a/e = 0.555
8680 ins.4
Net rx
Net area
Net Ix
Length L
of the usual shape.
The
Gross area
following summarizes the two tests:1 I ·-·-----'·----r-·-'··-------·----·--·-~-,·---
. -c-r-os-s-·-s-e-c-t-io-n----jr-, T:;: ":~~x~ ,,~~__T~:~4~~~rL~~--·
F--'--1il 2/23x~ PL I I'r'· II! 2/28x~ PL
I kJI 2/284 PL I IL JI 2/284 PL
.1 2/18x~ covoPLsl1 -, ..- 2/l8xtr eov.PLs
I
lAg = 105.5 sq.ins. lAg = 119 sq.ins.
i I
I A = 98 sq.ins. I'A :; 104 sq.ins.
I
Ovaloid perforations I 10".x 20" i 10" x 20"
Spacing of II I
:
I Ix =
I
i rx = 9.4 ins.
I 22'10" . . I
Yield stress (from I oymin = 39.2 ksi I oymin = 35.4 ksi
I 1·
tensile coupons) I oyave = LW.9 ksi 10yave = 37.9 ksi
II' a/rz = 18 I a/rz = 16.1
iAverage stress at 00 = 33.7ksi i 00 = 33.5 ksi
failure! I
----'-- 'L-- +-, . _ __+_
•
'.
24L~ .1 C-2
",
,-.,
'.
The report says that lithe tests settled the questions
concerning perforated cover-plates and the testing of a third
column of the series was deemed not necessary". However later
the report states that 'The overall strengths of some of the test
specimens fell somewhat below expectations 1,.
The tests were inconclusive for several reasons.
(a) The columns were shortened from 30' to 23 1 so that
they could be accommodated in the testing rrachine and therefore the
L/r of the test specimens was different from that of the prototype.
The behavior may be substantially different as can be seen in
graphs 4 to 7.
(b) No consideration of accidental eccentricities was
made. If the columns were subjected to equal and opposite
accidental end eccentricities then, for the low value of L/r
and 'high value of a/rzinvolved, yielding may occur at a 101fT
average stress as indicated in graphs 8 and 9. The type of
failure indicates that such was the case.
No quantitative comparisons can be made as no informa-
tion is given as to the alignment of the co1u~~ prior to testing
or to the effective end conditions.
It should be noted that the column does not satisfy
the recommendations made in this report as a/rz is much greater
than 1/3 L/rx •
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APPENDIX D
-------
.SUGGESTION FOR EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
D-l
..
The National Bureau of Standard's study determined
experimentally and theoretically the axial rigidity and the stress
concentration around a hole for members with perforated cover
plates. To the authors' knowledge only 2 tests on complete per-
forated cover-plated columns with boxed cross-sections have been
carried out (see Appendix C). There are a number of problems for
which it would be desirable to have experimental results~,
1. Bending rigidities EIx and EIy ai)Out axes perl)e-nd:Lcu-
lar and parallel to the perforated plates respectively for the
cases of pure bending and bending plus shear. Such tests would
allow to collect experimental data on the influence of shearing
deformations on deflections (see Chaptel.... III (3».
2. Bucl~ling load of perforated cover-plated columns as
affected by shear deformations.
3. Local buckling of the perforated plates. Influence
'.
of stress concentration on local buckling.
4. Perforated cover-plated columns under loads with
eccentricities in a plane parallel to the perforated plates.
5. Fatigue behavior of perforated cover·-plated columns.
V~riables to consider are the cross sectional shape
(symmetric) unsymmetric) etc.),
shape:and spacing of perforations and fabrication methods
such as riveting and welding. P. small scale model investigation
is practically out of the question as it becomes impossible to
fabricate boxed members vdth perforated plates below certain
dimensions. Considering all these facts j.t becomes quite clear
244.1 D-2
•
,
•
that a few tests cannot produce the answers to all these prob-
lems. Furthermore, it is believed that experiments will not
produce unexpected results. It is therefore felt that a rather
modest test program of more exploratory character may sufficient-
ly substantiate the theoretical considerations •
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